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1. INTRODUCTION 
The concept of fuzzy sets was introduced by Zadeh in his classical paper 
191. Thereafter many investigations have been carried out, in the general 
theoretical field and also in different application sides, based on this con- 
cept. The idea of fuzzy topological spaces was introduced by Chang [3]. 
The idea is more or less a generalization of ordinary topological spaces. 
Different aspects of such spaces have been developed, by several 
investigators. This paper is also devoted to the development of the theory 
of fuzzy topological spaces. 
In this paper we first generalize the idea of continuity as u local property 
in fuzzy setting. Then we generalize mainly the concept of d-continuity of a 
function due to Noiri [4] in fuzzy setting. It is seen that fuzzy S-continuity 
and fuzzy continuity are independent concepts; and fuzzy d-continuity 
implies fuzzy almost continuity due to Azad [ 11, but not conversely. Also 
it is seen that the idea of fuzzy continuity, fuzzy d-continuity and fuzzy 
almost continuity are equivalent in case when the domain of definition and 
the range space of the function are both fuzzy semi-regular spaces due to 
Azad [l]. 
It is observed that, if a fuzzy point [8] belongs to the closure of a fuzzy 
set of an universal set then every fuzzy neighbourhood of the fuzzy point 
[S] must intersect that fuzzy set, but not conversely [cf. Example 3.2). 
This is a variation of fuzzy topology from ordinary topology. 
2. FUZZY SETS 
Let X be a space of points. A fuzzy set in X is a mapping from X into the 
closed unit interval Z on the real line, i.c., a fuzzy set is member of Ix. Let 
?. E Ix. The subset of X in which 2” assumes nonzero values, is known as the 
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support of 1. Ordinary subsets of X are those members of Zx which take 
values only 0 and 1. The null fuzzy set 0 is the mapping from X into Z 
which assumes only the value 0 and the set X is denoted by the mapping 1 
from X into Z, which takes the value 1 only (cf. [9]). 
DEFINITION 2.1. A fuzzy set ,I in X is said to be countable iff the sup- 
port of 1 is countable (provided X is infinite) in X. 
The complement 1 of a fuzzy set 1. is also a member of Ix, defined by 
n’(x) = l-l(x) (xEX) (cf. [9]). A member 1 of I”’ is contained in a mem- 
ber p of Ix, denoted E.<,u, iff A(x)<p(x) (xEX) (cf. [9]). Let {li: I’d 
(an indexing set} be a family of fuzzy subsets of X. Then their union and 
intersection (denoted respectively as U 1”; and n %j) are defined, respectively, 
as 
(J n;(x) = sup i,,(x) 
ie d 
n +) = ;FL 3+) 
(x E X) 
(cf. [9]). Let i, peZIX, then (Jnp)‘=;1’u$and (iup)‘=A’n$ (cf. [9]). 
Two fuzzy sets ,I and p intersect each other iff min(%(x), p(x)) # 0 for at 
least one x E X. If X and Y are two sets of points and if 1 and .D are fuzzy 
subsets of X and Y, respectively, then i x p (the Cartesian product of two 
fuzzy sets) is a fuzzy set of Xx Y defined by, 
2 x Ax, Y) = min(4xh P(Y)), [(x9 Y) E xx Yl 
(cf. C91). 
A fuzzy point p in X is a fuzzy set in X defined by, 
P(x)=Y(YE(O, 1)) for x = xI, 
=o otherwise (x E X) 
x, and y are, respectively, the support and the value of p (cf. [8]). A fuzzy 
point p is said to belong to a fuzzy set 1 of X iff, p(x,) < A(x,,) and p(x) < 
A(x) if x # x, (x E X). In this case we shall use the notation p E ;1 (cf. [6]). 
RESULT 2.1 (cf. [6, Theorem 2.21). A fuzzy set I in X is the union of 
all its fuzzy points. 
Let f: X + Y be a mapping. If A is a fuzzy set in X, then f(J) is a fuzzy 
set in Y defined by, 
f(A)(y)= sup A(2) iff -‘(y) Z 0 
zEf-‘( r) 
=o otherwise ( y E Y) 
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(cf. [9]). If p is a fuzzy point in X, then f(p) is also a fuzzy point in Y 
defined by, fb)(y,) = su~,~/.~~~.~~~ P(Z) = a (where y, = f(x,) and 
f(p)(y) = 0, for y # y,, and a is the value of P). If p is a fuzzy set in Y, 
then f-l(p) is a fuzzy set in Xdelined by, .f~~‘(~)(x) =p(f(x)), (xEX) (cf. 
[9]). If ,f, : X, + Y, and f2: X, --, Y, are two mappings, then the product 
,f, x fi of f, and f2 is a mapping from X, x X, into Y, x Y, defined by 
fi xfdx,, ~~,)=t.fit~I)~.fzt~~z)) [(Xl> %)EX, xX*1. 
3. FUZZY TOPOLOGICAL SPACES 
Let X be a space of points. A family rX of fuzzy subsets of X is called a 
fuzzy topology on X if (i) 0 and 1 belong to rX, (ii) intersection of any two 
members of tX is also a member of rX, and (iii) union of any collection of 
members of rX is in rX (cf. [3]) (X, rX) is called a fuzzy topological space 
(fts). Members of rX are defined as open fuzzy subsets of X. Complement 
of any open fuzzy subset is defined as a closed fuzzy subset of X. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let X be a noncountable set of points and let rX consists 
of 0 and 1 and all those members of X whose complements in X are coun- 
table fuzzy subsets of X. Then it is easy to see that rX forms a fuzzy 
topology on X and we call this as fuzzy topology of countable com- 
plements. 
The closure Cl 1. and the interior Int i of a fuzzy set 1, of X are defined 
respectively as, Cl i = Inf{p: p > A, p’ E rX>, 
A fuzzy set A in a fts X is called fuzzy regularly open if 1= Int(C1 A) and 
J. is called fuzzy regularly closed if A = Cl(Int 1) (cf. [ 11). 
A fuzzy set k of a fts X is fuzzy regularly open iff its complement in X is 
fuzzy regularly closed (cf. [ 1 ] ). 
A subfamily B of tX in a fts (X, 7X) is called a base for 7X if each mem- 
ber of 7X is the union of some members belonging to B. A subfamily S of 
7X is called a subbase of 7X if the collection of all finite intersections of 
members of S forms a base for tX. 
A fuzzy topological space (X, 7X) is called a fuzzy semi-regular space iff 
the collection of all fuzzy regular open sets of X forms a base for fuzzy 
topology 7x (cf. [l-j). 
A fuzzy set II in a fts (X, rX) is a neighbourhood (or nbd in short) of a 
fuzzy set ~1 iff there is a member v E tX such that p < v 6 I (cf. [3]). 
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Let p be a fuzzy point in a fts (X, 7X). A fuzzy set R is called a fuzzy nbd 
of p iff there is a member v E 7X such that p E v < %. If 1, E rX, it is called a 
fuzzy open nbd of p in (X, tX) (cf. [6]). 
FUZZY CONTINUITY 
DEFINITION. Let f be a mapping from a fts (X, zX) into a fts (Y, zY), f 
is said to be fuzzy continuous iff the inverse image of any fuzzy set is a 
member of 7X (cf. [3]). 
RESULT 3.1. A mapping f from a fts (X, 7X) into a fts ( Y, z Y) is fuzzy 
continuous iff for each fuzzy point p in X and each fuzzy neighbourhood 
(nbd) d off(p) in (Y, sY), there is a fuzzy nbd ,u of p in (X, TX) such that 
f(P)Gi. 
Proof. Let f be fuzzy continuous. Let p be a fuzzy point in X and J. be 
a fuzzy nbd off(p) in Y. There is a member v of T Y such that f(p) E v 6 i. 
and so, p if-‘(v) < f -‘(A) (it can be seen easily) f is fuzzy continuous, 
vEtYimpIiesS-‘(v)EzXandso~==f-‘(I)isafuzzynbdofpinXand 
f(P)=fP(~)KJ. (cf. C31). 
Conversely, let the given condition hold for f: Let i E t Y and p be any 
fuzzy point in f-‘(A). Then f(p)~f(f-‘(A))<i. [If JJE& then 
f(p)~f(l) (2~1~). In fact let f(xP)=y,, and p(x,,)=a(~(O, 1)) 
p E: A 3 p(x,) < A(x,). NOW, 
S(PNY,) = SUP P(Z) = a 
zt/-‘(J/J 
= p(x,) < 4x,) < sup 42) =fbw,)l. 
ZE/ -‘(.q) 
By hypothesis there is a fuzzy nbd p of p such that f(,u) <I., i.e., 
pLf‘-‘(f(~))<f-‘(J~) (cf. [3]). So, ~EP<,<~‘(R). As pisafuzzynbd of 
p there is a member v of ZX such that p E v <p. So, p E v d f - ‘(A). Taking 
union of all such relations as p runs over f- ‘(A), we obtain 
f-‘(i)= U {p:p is a fuzzy point of ,f’--‘(A)) 
GUu(v)<f-'(q. 
SO, f - '(A) = U (v > E TX. Hence f is fuzzy continuous. 
Fuzzy continuity as a local property. 
DEFINITION 3.1. A function f from a fts (X, zX) into a fts ( Y, z Y) is said 
to be fuzzy continuous at a fuzzy point p in X if corresponding to any 
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fuzzy nbd A of f(p) in (Y, t Y), there is a fuzzy nbd p of p in (X, rX) such 
that f(p) d A. 
RESULT 3.2. A mapping ,f from a fts (X, rX) into a fts (Y, r Y) is ,fuzzy 
continuous (ff,f is fuzzy continuous at every fuzzy point p in X. 
ProoJ Follows directly from Result 3.1 and the fact that a fuzzy set is 
the union of all its fuzzy points. 
RESULT 3.3. If a,fuzzy point p in a fts (X, rX) belongs to the closure of a 
fuzzy set A in X, then every fuzzy nbd qf p intersects 3,. 
Proof. Let p E Cl A. If p E /1 then every fuzzy nbd of p intersects A. Let 
p 4 A. Let p be an open fuzzy nbd of p. If possible, let J. n p = 0. Let support 
of p be F ( CX). Then F n support of A. = q5. Let us define a fuzzy set v in X 
as follows: 
for those values x of F for which p(x) = 1 
forx$F 
min(Cl(x), 1 - p(x)) for those values x of F for which p(x) < 1. 
Then obviously 1” < v. But v = Cl A n p is a closed set and v < Cl(A), which 
implies a contradiction. So /A n i # 0 must hold. 
Unfortunately, the converse of the above result is not true. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. Let p,, pLz, and p, be fuzzy sets of I defined as 
and 
1 0 /-h(x)= (4x- 1) Odxd{ $<xdl. 
Then *={O,P~,P~,P~UCL~, 1 } is a fuzzy topology on I ) cf. [ 1, Exam- 
ple 4.51). It is easy to observe that Cl p3 = &. Let p be a fuzzy point in I 
defined by p(x) = + for x = f and p(x) = 0 for x # { (x E I). Then p 4 Cl Pi. 
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But any fuzzy nbd I of p must satisfy one of the relations (i) p E ~2 6 1, (ii) 
~~piu1.1~61, and (iii) p~l<l (in this case J=l). But p2npX#0, 
PLjn(PzuP,)fO and pjn 1 #O. 
So, every fuzzy nbd of p intersects p3. 
DEFINITION 3.2. A fuzzy point p of a fuzzy set A in a fts X is said to be a 
cluster point of ,? if every fuzzy nbd containing a fuzzy point having same 
support as p has non-null intersection with 2. 
By Result 3.3 it is clear that every fuzzy point of the closure of a fuzzy set 
in a fts is a cluster point of the set. 
PRODUCT FUZZY TOLOPOGY. Let (X,, TX,) and (X,, rX,) be two fuzzy 
topological spaces. Let X= X, x X, be the Cartesian product of X, and X2 
and p, be the projection of X into Xi. The product fuzzy space of X,and X2 
is a set X (X= X, x X2) equipped with the fuzzy topology generated by the 
family {P;’ xp2), p2’(AB): P~E~X, and ipe~X2} (cf. [7]). The family 
B = {,u, x I,: pI E rX, and l.P E TX,} forms a base for the product topology 
rX on X (cf. Cl]). 
The following result is due to Azad. 
RESULT. !f I. is a fuzzy set in a fts X and p is a fuzzy set in a fts Y, then 
Cl I x Cl p 3 Cl(J. x p) and Int i x Int p d Int(A x p). 
DEFINITION. A fuzzy space X is product related to another fuzzy space 
Y if for any fuzzy set v of X and 6 of Y whenever 1”’ 3 v and $ & 6 implies 
~‘xlulx~‘>vx6, where ~EZX and ~EZY there exists %,EzX and 
pL1~tY such that il’,>v or p’,>,S and ~‘,xluIx~‘r=I’xlulx~’ (cf. 
lI11). 
The following result is due to Azad. 
RESULT. If X and Y are fuzzy topological spaces such that X is product 
related to Y, then for a fuzzy set A qf X and a fuzzy set p of Y, 
(a) Cl(A x p) = Cl A x Cl p and 
(b) Int(A x p) = Int 1 x Int ,u. 
4. FUZZY &CONTINUOUS MAPPING 
DEFINITION 4.1. A fuzzy point p is a fuzzy S-cluster point of a fuzzy set 
I in a fts X iff every fuzzy regularly open set containing a fuzzy point q 
(having same support as p) has non-null intersection with A. 
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DEFINITION 4.2. Let ,J be a fuzzy subset of a fts X. Let p be a fuzzy sub- 
set of X satisfying the following conditions; 
(a) every fuzzy point p in p is a fuzzy h-cluster point of i, 
(b) if v is a fuzzy set of X such that p < v, then there is a fuzzy point 
p in v which is not a b-cluster point of 1 (it is clear that support of p is a 
proper subset of the support of v ( GX) in this case). 
Any fuzzy subset of X having same support as p is defined to be a 6- 
closure of %. 
We denote a S-closure of a fuzzy set ;1 in a fts by [AIs. Thus a property 
related with the notation [A],, will always imply that the property holds 
for all b-closures of i. 
DEFINITION 4.3. A fuzzy set i of a fts X is said to be fuzzy S-closed if J* 
is equal to one of its b-closures. Complement of a fuzzy &closed set is said 
to be fuzzy &open. 
Note. d-closure of a fuzzy set in a fts is not unique. However, it is 
unique up to its support. Any fuzzy regularly open set of a fts X is a 
fuzzy open set of X. Therefore, the set of all fuzzy regularly open sets is 
subset of the set of all fuzzy open sets of a fts. So, if a fuzzy point p of a 
fuzzy set 1. in a fts X is a fuzzy cluster point of 1, then p is also a fuzzy 
a-cluster point of /1. 
A fuzzy regularly closed set is not always a fuzzy &closed set. For exam- 
ple, consider ,u, and ,+ as in Example 3.2 and the fuzzy topology 
~=vhwwWJ112~ 1) on 1. Then p1 and ,u~ are fuzzy regularly open 
sets (cf. [ 1, Example 4.53). Therefore $, and PL; are fuzzy regularly closed 
set. Again /.L; npZ #O and ,M’, np, ~0. By easy calculation one can observe 
that &closures of the fuzzy regularly closed set p’, are the whole set I and 
all the fuzzy sets of I having same supports as I. 
DEFINITION 4.4. A mapping f from a fts X into a fts Y is said to be 
fuzzy &continuous at a fuzzy point p in X, if for each fuzzy open nbd 1 of 
f(p), there exists an open fuzzy nbd p of p such that f(Int(C1 ,u)) < 
Int(C1/1). 
THEOREM 4.1. Let f be a mapping from a fts (X, zX) into a fts (Y, r Y). 
Then the following two conditions are equivalent 
(a) , f  is ,fuzzy &continuous, 
(b) for each fuzzy point p in X and each fuzzy regular open set 1 con- 
taining f(p), there exists a fuzzy regular open set p containing p such that 
f(P) G A. 
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Proof. (a) 3 (b) Let p be a fuzzy point in X and 3, be a fuzy regularly 
open set containing f(p). Since every fuzzy regularly open set is a fuzzy 
open set, it follows from (a) that there exists a fuzzy open nbd ,~i of p such 
that, f(Int(C1 pr)) d Int(C1 A) = 1. Taking Int(C1 p,) = p (being a fuzzy 
regularly open set containing p). We obtain (b). 
(b) * (a) Let p be a fuzzy point of X and 1, be a fuzzy open nbd contain- 
ing f(p). Then Int(C1 A) is a fuzzy regular open set containing f(p) 
(A < Int(C1 A)). By (b), there is a fuzzy regularly open set p containing p 
such that f(p) < Int(C1 j*) (i.e., since a fuzzy regular open set is a fuzzy 
open set and Int(C1 p) =/AU) there is a fuzzy open set /J containing p such 
that ,f(Int(Cl ,u)) < Int(C1 i)). 
THEOREM 4.2. Let f be a surjectionfrom a fts (X, zX) onto a fts (Y, r Y). 
Then the follokng implications hold. 
(a) f is fuzzy &continuous 
+(b) f([jtila)< [f’(A)16fo~ everyfuzzy set j, in A’. 
=>(c) [f ‘(p)lh<f ‘([pla)for euer.v,fuzzy set ,u in Y. 
3 (d) for every ,fuzzy &closed set p in Y, ,f ‘(p) is ,fuzzy 6- 
closed in X. 
* (e) for every fuzzy &open set p in Y, ,f ’ (p) is fuzzy &open 
in X. 
Proof. (a)=(b) Let p be a fuzzy point in Y such that pEf([i16). 
Then p=f(q), where qE [A],. [Let f: X+ Y be a map and A be a fuzzy 
subset of X. Let q be a fuzzy point of f(A) defined by q(y) = a for y = yQ 
(aE (0, 1)) and 
Then 
q(Y)=0 for y#yY (JOEY). 
a=q(y,)<f(A)(yy)= SUP A(z). 
ztr I(&/) 
Choose E >O so small that a< supTE1- ml(.l.qj A(z) -E. But there is a 
z, Ef -‘( y),) such that 
(a<) sup A(z)-E<A(Z,). 
ztf-‘(q) 
Let us define a fuzzy point p in X such that p(x) = a for x =zr and 
p(x)=0 for x#z, (xEX). Then PEA and f(p)(y)=s~p,.~~1~,,,p(z), if 
f-'(y) is non-void 
=o otherwise, 
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so that f(p) (y) = a for y = yy and f(p)(y) = 0 for y # yy ( y E Y). 
Therefore, f(p) = q]. 
Let v be a fuzzy regularly open set containing p. Then there is a fuzzy 
regular open set p containing q such that .f(p) < v (by Theorem 4.1). 
qE [ill,-pnA#O, i.e., .f(pnII)#O. But f(~nA)=f(p)nff(l)#O (cf. 
Cll) and 
(b)*(c) f-‘(p) is a fuzzy set in X for every fuzzy set ,U in Y. By (b), 
.f(Up’(~)lcs) G Cf(fp’(~L))lc~~ so that .f(C.fp’(~)16) G CPI~. Cf being a 
surjection, ,f ‘(y) is not empty for all y E Y. Then, 
.f(.f’ ‘ww = ei”,“{ I‘, If ‘(co(zH = $y ~) b(f(z))l 
= AC’) for J’EY] 
Thus Cf ‘bL)la d .f ‘( I~l;i). 
(c) = (d). Let 1 be a fuzzy b-closed set in Y. Then [P]~ = p. 
(c)e= [,f‘m~‘(p)];i <f ‘( [P],~) =,f~ ‘(p). So, f ‘(p) is fuzzy b-closed set 
in X. 
(d) 3 (e) Let ,u be a fuzzy b-open set in Y. Then p’ is fuzzy &closed set 
in Y. (d) -f-‘(p’) is fuzzy &closed set in A’. But fP’(p’) = (f-~‘(p))’ (cf. 
[3]) so ,f ‘(p) is fuzzy b-open in X. 
THEOREM 4.3. Zff is a mapping from a fts (X, TX) into a fts ( Y, TY) and 
g is a mapping from Y into a fts (Z, rZ), then so is g of: 
Proof: Straightforward. 
The following is an example of a fuzzy b-continuous mapping that is not 
fuzzy continuous. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Let {I,: GI E A } be the usual interval base of the relative 
topology on [0, l] induced by the set of reals R. We define a fuzzy 
topology 7, on [0, 11 generated by the base consisting of 0, 1 and 
{Z,p:cr~A, fi~(O, l)), where 
L,dx) = P for all x E I, 
=o otherwise. 
Then tl forms a fuzzy topology on I (cf. [S]). Let r2 be the fuzzy topology 
on I such that the complement of any member of ~~ is a countable fuzzy 
subset in I. Let ,f’: (I, z ,) -+ (I, TV) defined by .f’(x) = x (-x E X). Then it is 
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1 for xE(O, l] 
b x = 0. 
Then ,U E z2. But f l(p) = p is not open in (I, r,)]. f is fuzzy &continuous. 
Let p be a fuzzy point in I. Then f(p) = p (it can be seen easily). Let p 
be an open set in (I, t2) containing p. Let 1/ be the least non-null value that 
p assumes (then y E (0, 11) and F be the support of p. Choose ~1, E A in 
such a way that Fx I,, . Consider the member I,,, of tr . Obviously p E I,,; 
and ZUly d ,u. Then Cl(Z,,,) d Cl(p). So, Int(C1 I,,,) < Int(C1 /A). But f(j*) = i 
holds for all fuzzy subsets A of Z by definition ofj: Hence, f (Int(C1 I,,,)) < 
Int(C1 p). 
The following is an example of a fuzzy continuous function which is not 
fuzzy &continuous. 
EXAMPLE 4.2. Let p,, ,uLz be fuzzy subsets of I defined by 
and 1, 06.~6; 
P*(X) = -4x+2, $<x<; 
0, ;<x< 1. 
Let r,= {O,pL;, l> and t2 = (0, p,, p*, p, u pLz, 1 } be two fuzzy topologies 
on I. Let f: (I, r,) --* (I, r*) defined by f(x) = x/2 (X E I). Then it is easy to 
see that 
f ‘(O)=O, .f‘-‘(l)= 1, .f ‘b,)=O, 
f '(PJ=Pl;, f-'(PluP(2)=Pi. 
Thus f is fuzzy continuous. Now in (Z, rl), $, is not a fuzzy regular open 
set and in (I, TV), p, and p2 are fuzzy regular open sets (cf. [ 11). Therefore, 
for a fuzzy point p in Z such that f(p) E ,~i or f(p) E p2, there does not 
exist any fuzzy regular open set ;1 (in (Z, r,)) containing p such that 
f(A) Q pi or f(A) < Pi. Hence ,f is not &continuous. 
Remark. It follows from Examples 5.1 and 5.2 that fuzzy S-continuity 
and fuzzy continuity are independent concepts. 
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THEOREM 4.4. Let X, , X2 and Y, , Y, be fuzzy topological spaces such 
that Y, is product related to Y, and X, is product related to X,. Then the 
product f, xJ;: X, xX, + Y, x Y, of .fuzzy &continuous mappings 
,f, : X, -+ Y, and f2: X2 --* Y, is fuzzy &continuous. 
Proof: Let ( pl, pz) be a fuzzy point in X, x X,. Let I be a fuzzy open 
set in Y, x Y, containing (f i( p, ), f2( p2)). Then I is the union 
where & and B are indexing sets and A,‘s and AD’s are fuzzy open sets of 
Y, and Y,, respectively. To obtain the result we have to show that there 
exists a fuzzy open set p in X, x X, containing (p,, p2) such that, 
f, x f,(Int(Cl p)) d Int(C1 A) i.e., 
WC1 ,u) d (.f, x.f2) m’(Int(C1 J-1) [cf. [3]. (A) 
Now 
3 u (CUk x &I). 
so, 
Int(C11) 3 Int u Cl(J., x A,) 
3 U Unt(Cl(L x J/o)) 
= U (Int Cl 1, x Int Cl EVB). 
Now 




= U [(f, x f2J ‘(Int Cl A, x Int Cl A,)] 
= U [f ;‘(Int Cl A,) x f ;‘(Int Cl A,)] 
>f,-‘(Int Cl&,)x f;‘(Int Cl A,,) 
[where a,~& and P,E~ are such that (f(p,), f(p2))~&,xAo, (cf. 
[Theorem 3.1, S])], 
3 Int Cl pL,, x Int Cl pLII, = lnt Cl&, x Pa,). 
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[Since fi and fi are &continuous mappings and 1,, is fuzzy open set in Y, 
containing f(p,) and As, is fuzzy open set in Y, containing f(p2), there 
exist fuzzy open sets pa, (containing pl) in X, and pD, (containing p2) in X, 
satisfying 
WC1 AJ Gf?Unt A,)) 
WC1 pD,) < .f, ‘(Int(C1 A,,)).] 
Taking pL,, x pP, = p we obtain (A). 
THEOREM 4.5. Let X, x X, be the product space of two fuzz.y topological 
spaces (X,, TX,) and (X,, TX,) and let (X, TX) be an fts. Z’f: X+ X, XX, is 
fuzzy &continuous, then pi 0 f (i = 1.2) is also fuzzy &continuous, where 
pi: X, x X, -+ X, (i= 1.2) is the projection of X, x X, onto X,. 
Proof: Let p be a fuzzy point in X and I be an open set in Xi contain- 
ing (pio,f) (p) (i.e., pi (f(p)) (cf. [2]). Since pi is fuzzy continuous, p;‘(A) 
is fuzzy open in X, x X, and certainly f(p) E pi ‘(A). Since f is fuzzy &con- 
tinuous, there is a fuzzy open set ,u in X containing p such that 
f(Int(Clp)) <WC1 p,:'(;l)), 
p, being fuzzy continuous for any fuzzy set v of Xi we have 
cl(p,:‘(v)),< p,:‘(Cl v) and Int p,‘(v) 3 p,:‘(Int v). 
So, f(Int(C1 p) 6 Int(p,:‘(Ci 1)). So, 
PiCfW(C1 P))l6 MntWW 1))) 
= pi( p;‘(Int Cl 1)) 
< Int(C11) 
(pi being an open map Int p; ‘(A) = p,:‘(Int 2) holds for any fuzzy set A of 
Xi, for detail, see Theorem 7.11 [ 1 I). 
So, pi0 f(Int(C1 p)) 6 Int(C11). 
DEFINITION 7.1([ 11). A mapping f from a fuzzy topological space 
(X, zX) into a fuzzy topological space (Y, T Y) is called a fuzzy almost con- 
tinuous mapping if f-‘(p) E tX for each fuzzy regular open set p of Y. 
It follows from definitions that, fuzzy b-continuity =z. fuzzy almost con- 
tinuity. Example 4.2 shows that the converse is not true in general. 
THEOREM 4.6. For a function from a fts X into a fts Y, the following are 
true: 
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(I ) If Y is fuzzy semi-regular space and f isfirzzqi K-continuous, then ,f 
is continuous. 
(2) Jf X is ,fuzzy semi-regular space and f is ,fuzzy almost continuous, 
then f is ,fuzzy &continuous. 
Proof. (1) Let p be a fuzzy point in X and let k be an open fuzzy set in 
Y containing f(p). Y is fuzzy semi-regular implies i = U A,, where A,‘s are 
fuzzy regular open sets and f(p) E A, for some c( and f is fuzzy S-con- 
tinuous implies there is a fuzzy regular open set p containing p such that 
f(,u) < /1,6 i. Thus ,f is fuzzy continuous. 
(2) Let p E X and 1 be a fuzzy regular open set in Y containing f(p). 
Then fP ‘(A) is fuzzy open in A’, and f ~ ‘(A) = U A,, where 2,‘s are fuzzy 
regular open sets in X, 
pEf ‘(L)jpEj., (for some a)6 f ‘(i) 
therefore, 
.f(&) < f(f ‘(I”) d A 
So ,f is &continuous. 
COROLLARY 4.1. If X and Y are fuzzy semi regular spaces, then fuzzy 
&continuity, fuzzy continuity and fuzzy almost continuity of a function 
f: X + Y are equivalent concepts. 
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